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Trinity Dunn writes romantic historical fantasy. She is the 
author of The Adrift Series. She grew up just outside of 

Chicago, where much of her backstory is set. Her family roots 
stem from a deep southern heritage which is where a few of 

her characters get their colorful sayings. Married for 16 years 
into a Cuban family, she has a wonderful mix of inspiration 
and backgrounds to inspire her characters. In her free time, 

she enjoys singing, swimming, reading, and spoiling her dog. 
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Book One of  the Adrift Series

On a trip to reignite the spark in her marriage, Alaina Grace’s upgraded first-class ticket places her far 
from her husband and next to the notorious Jack Volmer, a former teen actor who’d previously hung on 
posters in her childhood bedroom. When an unusual storm forces their plane out of the sky, her ticket 
will save her life and require her to question everything.

Ripped from the comforts of her world and injured, Alaina finds herself on an island in the middle of the 
Pacific, completely separated from her husband among eleven strangers. Seeking comfort in the presence 
of the single familiar face, Alaina must choose between her past and her present; between two loves in 
two contrasting worlds.  

As they navigate life on the island, they uncover mystery around the storm they encountered and begin 
to question whether it was indeed a storm at all.  In this new foreign place, as they search for signs of 
rescue, these strangers will find adventure, hidden secrets, and in each other: family.
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Trinity is now writing her 
second book in the series 

and hoping to someday soon launch 
her career as a full-time author.  “I 
still have a lot to learn but I think 
I found what I’m supposed to be 
doing! Nothing has ever been more 
satisfying!”

When she’s not writing, she still 
enjoys songwriting and can be found 
in her recording studio with her 
husband (an award winning vocalist) 
and their exceptionally spoiled dog, 
Chloe.

A B O U T the  
A U T H O R

T R I N I T Y D U N N . C O M

At a very young age, Trinity 
had a knack for creative writing. 
She would lock herself in her 
room with only her imagination 
to write short stories for her 
mother and sister. She even 
wrote and directed her first play 
in the second grade, a story 
about a creature that stole and 
ate crayons from the school 
desks when children left for 
the day entitled ‘The Furry 
Whatchamacallit.’ 

Storytelling - or rather, creativity 
as whole -became her passion  
in life.

She excelled at fine arts and 
music, eventually touring the 
world with an original band for 
several years before she returned 
to pursue a Bachelor’s degree in 
the Arts. She quickly advanced 
as a designer and several years 
into her career, as she drifted 
into daydream during a routine 
meeting, the Adrift series  
was born.

Trinity forgot how much she 
enjoyed writing until that 
evening when she sat down at 
her home office and the words 
poured out of her. 

“A wonderfully 
unique and tal-
ented new author. 
Looking forward to 
reading more  
from her!”
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F R E Q U E N T L Y asked  
I N T E R V I E W  Q U E S T I O N S

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO WRITE THE ADRIFT SERIES?
To be honest? COVID-19. My company had gone complety remote, which meant that the dreaded 
video-meetings started being a regular part of my day. During one of those, while one of my bosses 
was rambling on about the weather, I started to drift off to this island and started seeing my characters 
come to life. Then it started popping up more frequently... I’d dream about the island, the situation, the 
people almost nightly. Since my husband and I were couped up in the dead of winter with nowhere to go, 
I decided I’d start writing down this little story that kept nagging me. Before I knew it, I was 600 pages 
in and had the first of a series. I sent it to a handful of avid readers and they loved it, which brought on a 
sense of relief since I loved writing it so much!

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO SELF-PUBLISH?
Well... Since this is my first book, I thought I’d give it a shot. My career is in marketing and advertising 
and with a background in graphic design, I figured - minus an editor - I had most of the resources I’d get 
from trying to publish through a larger firm.

WHAT’S YOUR ROUTINE WHEN YOU SIT DOWN TO WRITE?
First, I pop my earbuds in my ears and grab the playlist that aligns with the piece I’ll be working on. 
I’ve made playlists for sappy love scenes, sad moments, suspenseful parts, you name it. Then, I have 
two different writing routines. The first is my winter routine. I grab a cup of coffee and head to my cozy 
writing office, turn the lights down and let the characters write themselves. The second routine is my 
favorite routine. If its above 70 degrees outside, I whip up an iced coffee and am out on my patio to write 
beside my pool. It makes writing the island that much more enjoyable.

DO YOU PLOT YOUR NOVELS OUT AHEAD OF TIME?
I have an outline of events that I try to follow, but my characters decide where it goes as I write it. 

WHAT’S THE HARDEST PART ABOUT BEING A WRITER? 
Finding spare time. Working full-time and writing full-time means I’m almost always at my computer. 
My husband loves that I’m writing and is maybe more excited about my book launch than me, but still I 
would love to be free to write without the work schedule to allow for some spare family time.
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W H A T readers are  
S A Y I N G . . .

AMAZING. SUCH A GREAT STORY. 
I’m in love with this book. Adventure, romance, family, deep relatedness, life, love and loss inhabit 
the pages of this novel. I couldn’t put it down. I would read chapter after chapter and couldn’t 
wait to find out what was next. The author has a beautiful writing style that kept me captivated. 
Cant wait for the release of the next book. A+

A GREAT NEW AUTHOR!
I loved this book. The character descriptions 
were vivid and I felt like I could relate to 
them and some of the situations they found 
themselves in. I liked the background info and 
pace of the story unfolding. I look forward to 
more from this talented author.

WHAT AN ACCOMPLISHMENT FOR 
YOUR FIRST BOOK! 
The writing is so clear and concise, it draws 
you right in. I am anxiously awaiting more! 

A BEAUTIFUL MASTERPIECE! 
From the first sentence I was transported 
into the story.  The writing is so clear 
and descriptive, I felt like I was there. I 
could see the beautiful island and feel the 
feelings of all the characters. I laughed, I 
cried and rejoiced in the love shared by the 
characters. A beautiful story with lots of 
twists and turns. Anxiously waiting for  
book two.”

INTRIGUING STORYLINE! 
I loved this story! The characters are heart-
warming and relatable. 



C O N T A C T  I N F O and 
M E D I A  D O W N L O A D S
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WEBSITE: 
www.TrinityDunn.com

EMAIL: 
TrinityDunnAuthor@gmail.com

FACEBOOK & &INSTAGRAM: 
@TrinityDunnAuthor

TWITTER 
@TrinityDunnAuth

DOWNLOAD FULL MEDIA KIT:
www.TrinityDunn.com/mediakit


